
2.55.250  Climbing cube «Flexi» Clko

Measures:

Length: 2.5 m

Width: 2.5 m

Height: 2.5 m

Material: robinia

Colour: to checklist

Ropes and nets: to checklist

Y   Notice:

The climbing cube «Flexi» is not matching with 

play cube «Swirl» (2.56.1) and play cube «Music» 

(2.56.2)

1 2 – Agility equipment

2 from 6 years

3 ~ 8 – 14 children

4 2.5 m

5 from 5

6 54.6 m² (A) / 31.1 m² (B)

7 *

8 *

9 4

0 *

SIK-Holz quality inspection according to 
DIN EN 1176 at the factory by a qualified
playground inspector.

* datas dependent to equipment

master enterprise for wood sculpture
© SIK-Holzgestaltungs GmbH

Further information: SIK-Holzgestaltungs GmbH, Langenlipsdorf 54a, D-14913 Niedergoersdorf, +49 (0)33742.799 0, info@sik-holz.de, www.sik-holz.de/en
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(A) horizontal surface is played on               (B) only vertical surfaces are played on

Example (A)



2.55.250  Climbing cube «Flexi» 

 

Further information: SIK-Holzgestaltungs GmbH, Langenlipsdorf 54 a, D-14913 Niedergoersdorf, +49 (0)33742.799 0, info@sik-holz.de, www.sik-holz.de/en

Example (B)



           2.55.250.1  Monkey ladder
                 (stainless steel)

           2.55.250.2  Monkey bars            2.55.250.3  Monkey net           2.55.250.4  Monkey ropes

       2.55.250.5  Balancing ropes +
                 vertical ropes

           2.55.250.6  Climbing net            2.55.250.7  Firemen's pole
             and ladder

          2.55.250.8  Bar and
                            swing handle

    2.55.250.9  Balancing plates
    units 

           2.55.250.10  Y-Seiltraverse
                          

2.55.250.11  Climbing ropes
           with balls 

        2.55.250.12  Hanging rope ladder
                 and vertical climbing rope 

2.55.250.13  Climbing wall            2.55.250.14  Ball wall           2.55.250.15  Blackboard           2.55.250.16  Sprawling bench

Please tick your products

2.55.250  Climbing Cube «Flexi»  CHECKLIST

The cube is a mathematical body formed by six equal squares. The individual squares can be fitted with a variety of climbing, balancing, brachiating 

and seating elements. Communication, movement, coordination and strength, the basic elements of a healthy development of students’ bodies and 

minds are all stimulated by this. The climbing cubes can be assembled and upgraded individually. Colour accents can put highlights on the squares, 

edges or installed elements, which enhances the definition of space. 

 Y-rope traverse 



2.55.250  Climbing Cube «Flexi»  CHECKLIST

Please tick your colours 

Standard colours:

Robinia 
bright

Robinie 
dark

White Yellow

Red Dark red

Light 
green

Blue Grey

Black Untreated

Rope- and netting colours:

Yellow Red

BlueGreen

Black Natur

Dark
green


